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Sleep Quality in a Case-control Subset of Trisomy 21 and
Typically Developing Children in Riyadh, Kingdom of
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A b s t r ac t
Aim: To identify sleep-domains as well as clinical features in children with trisomy 21 that may shed light on a possible sleep disturbance as
compared with typically developing (TD) age-matched-controls.
Materials and methods: A convenient sample of 100 Saudi Arabian children between the ages of 3–12 were invited to participate from several
schools and centers in Riyadh during February 2018 to April 2018. Fifty of these children had trisomy 21, and 50 were TD age-matched-controls.
A clinical examination of participants’ oral characteristics as well as the Wisconsin’s 22 item Children’s Sleep Habit Questionnaire (CSHQ) were
utilized to help identify the impact of these variables on sleep quality.
Results: Sleep domains that harbored strong evidence in differences between the two groups were sleep anxiety, parasomnia, and sleepdisordered-breathing. The clinical features unique to trisomy 21 were Mallampati score, macroglossia, lip-incompetence, tongue-ridging, and
wear-facets.
Conclusion: Clinical features and sleep quality coexist, providing better insight into the degree of sleep disturbance a child with trisomy 21
may have.
Clinical significance: Dental clinicians must consider such factors that preclude to poor sleep, which might place children with trisomy 21 at a
further disadvantage despite the fact that their baseline is already at risk of being at such a stage.
Keywords: Children’s sleep habits questionnaire, Obstructive sleep apnea, Parasomnia, Sleep anxiety, Sleep-disordered breathing, Trisomy 21.
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Sleep is an essential pillar in human health, more so in children’s
growth. Any disruption in sleep physiology may lead to detrimental
health effects.1
Down syndrome is also known as T21 ranks, amongst the
commonest of chromosomal conditions afflicting 1:792 live births.2
In Saudi Arabia, the prevalence of T21 is 6.6:10,000.3
Children with T21 are more likely to suffer from obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA) than their age-matched counterparts; a recent study by
Chamseddin et al. found that 90% of their sample (n = 95 of total n =
106) were sufferers of OSA. The severity of OSA was directly correlated
to obesity that were heavier were more at risk of severe OSA.4
OSA is caused by complete or partial obstructions of the upper
airway resulting in a reduction of the airflow.5,6 This, if left untreated,
could lead to detrimental effects and a negative impact on the
quality of life of these children given their preexisting intellectual
disabilities and difficulties that they are already challenged with.
Sleep can be evaluated via multiple tools. Both polysomnography
(PSG)7 (overnight multi-parametric diagnostic tool assessing sleep)
and/or actigraphy8 (portable sleep assessment tool) are the bar,
in reliability and validity for assessing sleep behavior, their use is
expensive, time-consuming and difficult when used on a wide scale.
Sleep diaries are also an excellent evaluator; however, they require
the parents and/or guardians disciplined compliance in logging for
longer periods. Sleep-related questionnaires have shown promising
results in a matter of their economic and time efficiencies, which
sets them as the preferred tool used by researchers internationally
in predicting most sleep disorders.9

A study by Markovich et al. validated the CSHQ against both
PSG and actigraphy. The study was conducted on 30 children aged
between 6 years and 12 years of age with no known sleep disorders.
They used the 33 items CSHQ, which was further analyzed into eight
subscales; bedtime resistance, sleep onset delay, sleep duration,
sleep anxiety, night waking, parasomnias, sleep-disordered
breathing (SDB), and daytime sleepiness.10
The CSHQ, according to Owens et al., is an effective sleep
screening tool that can discern both behaviorally-based as well as
medically based disturbed sleep in school-aged children.11
There was a recent study that proposed a model for those with
T21 to screen for OSA that did not need to have a sleep study, via
urine markers, imaging, and physical examination.12
Sleep is crucial to well-being, more so to children where lack of
sleep is linearly correlated to its adverse effects. Today’s sleep hours
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Trisomy 21 Effect on Sleep Domains
have been constantly deferred, without any change in morning
hours culminating to a collective decrease in average sleep hours,
which has, in turn, led to distinctive discord in children’s behavior
including and not limited to attention deficit.13
It was discovered that children were more prone to sadness,
anger, and shortcoming in attention, ensuing from decreased hours
of sleep. Furthermore, following research involved in controlled
sleep deprivation, results elicited serious deleterious effects in
children’s management of their emotions, cloudy memory, and
poorer academic conduct.1
The aim of this study was to target the sleep domains from the
Wisconsin’s Children’s Sleep Habit Questionnaire (W-CSHQ) acting
as possible risk factors in sleep quality in children with T21, with a
sample of TD age-matched controls. In addition, to investigate the
clinically related factors correlating with disturbed sleep.

M at e r ia l s

a n d  M e t h o d s

Study Population
All Saudi Arabian nationals with T21 and TD aged between 3 and 12
were included in the study. Those patients that had GERD, thyroid
disorders, asthma, hearing and/or a visual impairment, major
psychiatric illness, maxillofacial deformities, and/or any prescribed
medication were excluded from the study. The participants
recruited were of a convenient, readily available population in the
capital city of Riyadh from various local schools and centers from
the periods of February 2018 to April 2018. History was taken from
all study participants, aid in the completion of questionnaire as well
as a thorough clinical examination.
The Institutional Review Board of Riyadh Elm University
(formerly known as Riyadh Colleges of Dentistry and Pharmacy)
evaluated the study protocol following its registration at the
Research Center (FRP/2018/64) and approved it, as it was compliant
with Declaration of Helsinki and designated approval # RC/
IRB/2016/708. Informed consent was obtained from the guardians of
children abiding by the laws dictated by the Declaration of Helsinki.
The examiners prior to commencing the study conducted a
pilot for inter- and intra-examiner reliability pertinent to the clinical
examination trajectory of the study.

Questionnaire Completion, Measurement of
Anthropometric markers and Clinical Examination
We used the 22 items W-CSHQ, translated into the Arabic
language.14 The 22 questions belong to one of the established
8 sleep-related domains; bedtime resistance, sleep onset delay,
sleep duration, sleep anxiety, night wakings, parasomnias, SDB,
and daytime sleepiness.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Child goes to bed at the same time at night
Child falls asleep within 20 minutes after going to bed.
Child falls asleep in own bed
Child falls asleep in parents’ or siblings’ bed
Child falls asleep with rocking or rhythmic movements
Child needs special object to fall asleep
Child needs parent in the room to fall asleep
Child resists going to bed at bedtime
Child is afraid of sleeping in the dark
Child sleeps about the same amount each day
Child is restless and moves a lot during sleep
Child moves to someone else’s bed during the night
Child grinds teeth during sleep

14. Child snores loudly
15. Child awakens during the night and is sweating screaming and
inconsolable
16. Child naps during the day
17. Child wakes up once during the night
18. Child wakes up more than once during the night
19. Child wakes up by him/herself
20. Child wakes up very early in the morning
21. Child seems tired during the daytime
22. Child falls asleep while involved in activities
The eight domains are:
1. Bedtime resistance: Refers to the refusal of a child going to bed
via different behaviors, all leading to shorter sleep duration.
2. Sleep onset delay: Meaning that the child did not fall asleep
within 20 minutes of supposed bedtime.
3. Sleep duration: Refers to what a parent and/or guardian assume
is an adequate length of time that a child gets in means of sleep
and whether it is consistent every evening.
4. Sleep anxiety: The amount of negative or fearful thoughts, prior
to bedtime, at home or away from home, ultimately detrimental
to restful sleep.
5. Night wakings: The measure of how often a child awakened
through the night, whether the child moved to a sibling(s) or
parents’ bed, how disturbing it is to the child’s sleep quality.
6. Parasomnias: Sleep-related undesirable unconscious nocturnal
behaviors including and not limited to sleep talking, enuresis
and sleep bruxism (SB).
7. Sleep-disordered breathing: Related to all variables leading to
SDB, be it snoring, temporary cessation of breathing, snorting
as well as gasping. Sleep-disordered breathing is a lay term
to obstructive sleep apnea, which ultimately is an abnormal
breathing pattern.
8. Daytime sleepiness: Pertains to how the parent and or guardian
views the child’s sleepiness due to being tired during the day.
The W-CSHQ was sent home to be completed by the parents and/
or guardians of the children and was later collected from the schools
and centers. Those that completed the forms and provided their
consent were the ones whose children were enrolled in the study.
Anthropometric measurements as well as an extraoral and
intraoral clinical examination then followed which included age,
gender, race, body mass index, blood pressure, oxygen saturation
by use of pulse oximeter, neck circumference, Mallampati score
(class I: soft palate, uvula, fauces, pillars visible, class II: soft palate,
major part of uvula, fauces visible, class III: soft palate, base of
uvula visible, class IV: only hard palate visible). Dental examination
included dental classification, overjet recorded in millimeters,
overbite recorded as a percentage, presence of wear facets, tongue
ridging, and subjective presence of macroglossia.
Interexaminer reliability was evaluated in a subset of 10-piloted
TD controls whereby interexaminer reliability was established
by two trained examiners (F.A and S.A): both scored their clinical
evaluations. The second examiner was blinded to the first examiner’s
scoring. Test-retest reliability was assessed by conducting a second
examination with the same TD participant(s) and evaluation within
1 week after the initial clinical examination.

Statistical analysis
The study was subjected to Statistical Package for Social Sciences
software (SPSS, version 22, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). A Fisher’s exact
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test was performed to analyze the difference in the proportion of “Yes”
responses and for each “Yes” and “No” question. The control and clinical
samples were compared using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA).
Chi-square test with a 5% level of significance was used for categorical
data. Student t test was used for quantitative data between groups.
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation, and p < 0.05
was considered statistically significant. The power of the sample
was 0.8 analyzed at a significance level of 0.05 at which statistical
power was found to be satisfactory (80%) for detecting the effects
of medium size.

Table 3: Dental examination of typically developing controls and trisomy
21 children
Frequency (percent)

Macroglossia
Mallampati score

R e s u lts
A total of 100 patients from an original for 128 were recruited for
this study; 50 TD controls and 50 T21 were included in analyses,
achieving our targeted sample size. Both TD and T21 groups had
equal number of males and females. The demographical data,
anthropometrical data, and results from physical examination of
TD and T21 children are shown in Tables 1 to 3.
The mean (SD) height of the TD participants showed strong
evidence as higher than the T21 group (p < 0.05). The mean (SD)
weight of the TD controls was also higher than the T21 group;
however, it showed weak evidence (p > 0.05). There was weak
evidence in any difference in the body mass index between the TD
controls and T21 group (p > 0.05). The mean (SD) oximeter of the
T21 group was higher than TD controls, but it was weak evidence
(p > 0.05). Both the mean (SD) systolic and diastolic blood pressure
of T21 group showed strong evidence of being lower than TD
control (p < 0.05). The mean (SD) neck circumference of the T21
Group was higher than TD controls. However, it showed weak
evidence (p > 0.05) in this particular sample.
The average overbite and mean (SD) overjet among TD were
higher than T21 children. However, the difference showed weak
evidence (p > 0.05) (Table 2). T21 children were more likely to
have macroglossia than TD, and this association harbored strong
evidence (p < 0.05). Furthermore, there was strong evidence
to show that T21 children were more likely to have Mallampati
Table 1: Demographic and clinical data of typically developing controls
and trisomy 21 children
Typically
developing controls mean (SD)
Age
8.02 (1.78)
Height (cm)
126.58 (12.45)
Weight (kg)
28.78 (10.65)
Body mass index
17.82 (4.26)
Oximeter
94.54 (5.6)
Pulse
94.72 (18.05)
Blood pressure Systolic 115.26 (27.34)
Diastolic 78.68 (23.36)
Neck circumference (cm)
28.42 (2.54)

Trisomy 21
mean (SD)
7.52 (2.88)
115.64 (14.26)
25.52 (10.79)
17.93 (4.84)
96.04 (5.14)
92.98 (19.42)
101.92 (23.36)
66.54 (15.19)
29.78 (4.53)

p value
0.474
0.001*
0.091
0.452
0.203
0.444
0.016*
0.002*
0.180

*Statistically significant

Table 2: Overbite and overjet of typically developing controls and
trisomy 21 children

Overbite (%)
Overjet (mm)

1426

Typically developing
controls
19.40 (26.83)
2.28 (1.69)

Trisomy 21
9.60 (24.66)
1.32 (1.83)

p value
0.085
0.059

Dental classification

Tongue ridging
Wear facets
Lip competence
Asthma

Yes
No
I
II
III
IV
Class I
Class II
Class III
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Typically
developing
controls
2 (4.0)
48 (96.0)
25 (50.0)
22 (44.0)
3 (6.0)
0 (0.0)
23 (46.0)
19 (38.0)
8 (16.0)
2 (4.0)
48 (96.0)
2 (4.0)
48 (96.0)
41 (82.0)
9 (18.0)
2 (4.0)
48 (96.0)

Trisomy 21
37 (74.0)
13 (26.0)
1 (2.0)
10 (20.0)
19 (38.0)
20 (40.0)
16 (32.0)
18 (36.0)
16 (32.0)
20 (40.0)
30 (60.0)
20 (40.0)
30 (60.0)
16 (32.0)
34 (68.0)
5 (10.0)
45 (95.0)

p value
0.000*
0.000*

0.132

0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.436

*Statistically significant

score IV and TD more likely to have Mallampati score I (p < 0.05).
There was not strong evidence between T21 children who were
more likely to have class III dental classification, and TD were more
likely to have class I (p > 0.05).
There was strong evidence showing T21 children were more
likely to have tongue ridging and wear facets than TD controls
(p < 0.05). Also, T21 children to have lip incompetence than TD who
had lip competence (p < 0.05). Although, there was weak evidence
in T21 children’s likelihood to suffer from asthma compared to TD
control (p > 0.05). T21 children were more likely to have poor, and
TD controls were more likely to have moderate CSHQ. However,
this was weak in evidence (p > 0.05) (Fig. 1).
Table 4 the mean (SD) score on the W-CSHQ of TD controls was
lower than T21 children for the following: “child needs parent in the
room to fall asleep“, “child is restless and moves a lot during sleep,”
and “child snores loudly” (p < 0.05) and it harbored strong evidence.

D i s c u s s i o n
A study by Maris et al. was conducted to evaluate the severity of
OSA retrospectively in n = 122 boys age ranging from 4 years to
18 years. There was OSA in 66% of the sample, and nearly half of
them had severe OSA.15
Similarly, a recent study showed that T21 was surprisingly
at the lowest odds risk for depression when compared to other
forms of intellectual disabilities such as autism and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder.16
Alarmingly, a study on T21 by Dekker et al. on early onset of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) showed that anxiety and increased sleep
disturbances, serve as a red flag, for an incidence of attention deficit
in T21. This study included and was not limited to participants over
the age of 30, which differs from our target age group, however,
accentuates the degree of importance of sleep quality on T21 overall
prospective quality of life.17
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Fig. 1: Children’s sleep habit questionnaire of typically developing controls and trisomy 21 children

A retrospective study by Esbensen et al. on around a 1,000
children with T21 age ranged from 5 years to 21 years showed
the medical records including sleep studies indicative for
OSA and questionnaires on behavioral sleep disorder were
lacking (3.5% and 8.6%, respectively for OSA and behavioral
sleep disorder) which is a medical tragedy since this
population is in dire need of tools that are valid and reliable
in extrapolating imperative information that helps determine
quality of life of a population that is already at a disadvantage.18
Table 4: Mean (SD) score of 22 item Wisconsin’s children’s sleep habit
questionnaire in each of typically developing controls and trisomy 21
children
Typically developing
controls
Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
* p > 0.05

Mean
0.7600
0.7000
0.8200
0.7400
0.8800
0.7400
0.3400
0.5400
0.5600
0.7800
0.5400
0.6000
0.7800
0.5800
0.8800
0.5600
0.4800
0.7800
0.7600
0.6200
0.6200
0.8400

SD
0.43142
0.46291
0.38809
0.44309
0.32826
0.44309
0.47852
0.50346
0.50143
0.41845
0.50346
0.49487
0.41845
0.49857
0.32826
0.50143
0.50467
0.41845
0.43142
0.49031
0.49031
0.37033

Trisomy 21
Mean
0.7400
0.6600
0.8400
0.8000
0.8800
0.8000
0.6400
0.5400
0.6800
0.8400
0.8000
0.7400
0.8800
0.8800
0.9600
0.6200
0.6200
0.9000
0.6800
0.6800
0.7800
0.8800

SD
0.44309
0.47852
0.37033
0.40406
0.32826
0.40406
0.48487
0.50346
0.47121
0.37033
0.40406
0.44309
0.32826
0.32826
0.19795
0.49031
0.49031
0.30305
0.47121
0.47121
0.41845
0.32826

p value
0.818
0.670
0.791
0.478
1.000
0.478
0.003*
1.000
0.219
0.447
0.006*
0.139
0.185
0.001*
0.142
0.544
0.162
0.103
0.375
0.531
0.082
0.566

Patients can report bruxism, especially if it is nocturnal
clenching (tonic bruxism) behavior and witnessed clinically as wear
facets and tongue ridging in cases of phasic bruxism, also awake
bruxism. T21 belongs to the family of hyperkinetic movement
disorders such as, autism and in a review article by Ella et al., the
incidence of awake bruxism in a T21 population was a respectable
42%, which is influenced by anxiety and indirectly by sleep quality.19
Our study showed clinical parameters of tongue ridging and wear
facets that showed strong evidence in T21 than the TD agedmatched controls.
An interesting study by Churchill et al. reported the relationship
between children of T21 sleep problems and the implication it had
on health and function or accomplishment it had on everyday life
as compared with TD age-matched controls. Hence, they looked
at the eight domains of sleep disturbance markers and their effect
on daily life habits. Sleep-disordered breathing, parasomnia, and
sleep anxiety all had a negative impact on T21 children’s ability to
accomplish day-to-day activities. Sleep anxiety and parasomnias
affected the T21 fitness score negatively, and it was significantly
different from TD children. Sleep-disordered breathing was a
significant explanatory factor for fitness, personal care, home life,
mobility, responsibilities, school, and recreation. Findings of this
study highlight the effect of disturbed sleep negative association
with the accomplishment of daily activities. 20 It is more than a
coincidence that our study sheds light on the same domains
affected by Churchill’s study, which are sleep anxiety, parasomnia,
and SDB. In addition, children without T21 display similar sleep
disturbance, but those with T21 have an exaggerated effect due
to their underlying developmental delay, which keeps them at a
handicap.
To reiterate, the three domains that showed strong evidence in
differences in TD controls and affected by T21 condition in our study
included sleep anxiety (question 7), parasomnia (question 11), and
SDB (question 14). Similarly, the clinical features harboring strong
evidence and being unique in T21 children in our study are those
with a high Mallampati, score, macroglossia, lip incompetence,
tongue ridging, and wear facets; which are in effect the main causes
for deterioration of sleep quality.
A recent cross-sectional study in South Korea22 sheds light on
the male gender, older age, and greater developmental delay as
the cardinal risk factors for sleep problems in children with T21.
Although our sample had a younger age group than the South
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Korean study, there does seem to be a vicious cycle involved if sleep
problems begin and are unaddressed then they will lead to daytime
somnolence that affects learning and will further exacerbate the
developmental delay, which in turn affects the sleep quality. As
was mentioned earlier, children with T21 are at a disadvantage
with their wider neck circumference and macroglossia, which is
already a risk for OSA, the latter of which was significantly related
in our study. Higher Mallampati score is seen in higher body mass
index and was also seen in our study, factor in poor sleep quality,
and this would work synergistically and catastrophically adding fuel
to the ongoing fire. Strangely, obesity does not play a role on an
increased incidence of OSA in T21 children as it does in the general
population and TD children. As a matter of fact, our findings of
higher Mallampati score and macroglossia are in fact in accordance
with the South Korean study and a prior study conducted in Japan
where certain anatomical factors including and not limited to
tonsillar and adenoidal hypertrophy, macroglossia and hypotonia
were more relevant markers of parent-reported sleep problems
than a higher body mass index.22,23 Additionally, lip incompetence
suggests a sign of mouth breathing to overcome the OSA. Both the
tongue ridging and wear facets forewarn of SB, which is exacerbated
in a sleep condition, as is seen in our sample. Sleep bruxism is when
a subject grinds or clenches their teeth nocturnally. It is known that
a dental advancement appliance shows remarkable improvement
in SB activity. That is, when sleep is disturbed, as is the case in OSA,
there is an increased activity of SB. Sleep bruxism is asked of parents/
guardians in the 22 items W-CSHQ and is considered a parasomnia,
ironically it is a subconscious defense mechanism of the body
against OSA, as it reestablishes airway patency nocturnally.24
Treatment options include and are not limited to prophylactic
and treatment, the former with good evaluations and monitoring.
The latter option follows a definitive diagnosis of OSA via PSG to
determine the level of OSA, mild, moderate, or severe. In cases
of mild to moderate OSA, treatments range from a regiment of
intranasal steroids to more time committed patient compliant
palatal expansion. Surgical options vary from adenoidectomy,
tonsillectomy, and upper palatopharyngoplasty, all considering
that the benefit outweighs the disadvantage of placing a T21 child
under general anesthesia. A dental sleep advancement appliance
for mild to moderate OSA in adult T21 cases as per the guidelines
of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine would be suitable.
However, in cases of severe OSA, a continuous positive airway
pressure machine would be the gold standard of treatment for
both child and adult T21 subjects.25
Therefore, good sleep hygiene and early detection via
questionnaires and clinical examination can identify those at risk
at an early age. This will help not only identify those at risk but also
monitor their sleep quality and their developments both physically
and academically. Livability and lifestyle of children with T21 can be
improved via a protocol of early clinical marker detection.
The limitation of the present study, in brief, are amongst and not
limited to the size of the sample, as well as the convenient samples
for both of the T21 and TD controls. In spite of the limitations, one
could build on these impediments to improve future research
considerations.

C o n c lu s i o n
Our study extrapolated clinical findings in line with the sleep
domains different between T21 and TD children. T21 are born
with their underlying congenital disadvantage. Most importantly,
1428

could the mitigation of children with T21 sleep disorders help
improve sleep, which in turn helps them improve their day-to-day
accomplishments? What a service one can perform if extrapolating
these simple easy clinical markers to help improve quality of sleep
and in turn, quality of life in these so special of needs children!
A recent study on mothers’ perspectives of children with
T21 and social activities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia sadly
deciphered a key shackle or impediment into their children’s
activity. 21 The main way to overcome such obstacles was the
modification of their environment. All roads lead to Rome, sleep
being Rome in this case. The most efficient way is by ensuring a
good night’s sleep!

C l i n i c a l  S i g n i f i c a n c e
Not only an early recognition but identification of sleep impairment
in T21 children, a vulnerable population, could in turn, improve
cognition and an advantage early in life to learn a new skill that
can foster a sense of independence.
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